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Overview

An excellent comparison of the labor market across advanced economies. Each 
countries pandemic experience and policy response was different, but the paper 
identifies important commonalities in the latter/post pandemic period.

I want to focus on two commonalities: Immigration and a service-sector recession

And throughout raise two questions 
1) How tight is the labor market? 
2) How did the unusual pattern of job loss impact the employment recovery?



Imperfect labor market recovery







Parents—particularly fathers--are looking for change

Stevenson "Women, Work, and Families: Recovering from the Pandemic-Induced Recession" The Hamilton Project September 2021



A large decline in the working-age foreign-born population

Source: Peri and Zaiour “Labor Shortages and the Immigration Shortfall” https://econofact.org/labor-shortages-and-the-immigration-
shortfall



Occupations with more foreign workers have more unfilled jobs

Source: Peri and Zaiour “Labor Shortages and the Immigration Shortfall” https://econofact.org/labor-shortages-and-the-immigration-shortfall



Temporary immigrants declined sharply 
in Australia

Declines in Immigration in Australia

Prior to the pandemic Australia 
had 250,000 working holiday 
makers and 400,000 working
international students

Borders were closed for nearly 2
years eliminating most of these 
workers



Service Sector Growth is the Source of Modern Job Growth









More than 1 in 4 people are still not comfortable dining out

Source: Morning Consult: Tracking the Return to Normal https://morningconsult.com/return-to-dining/



A third are not comfortable going on vacation

Source: Morning Consult: Tracking the Return to Normal https://morningconsult.com/return-to-travel/









Prior to the pandemic, 
11% of education and 
healthcare jobs were in 
childcare services and 
nursing care facilities

These are the two 
slowest subsectors of 
education and health 
services to recover



A Shift to Home Production: How Temporary Is It?
Time use data shows an increase in many forms of home production for both men

and women

Prior to the pandemic 16% of the population provided elder care. How much has 
that share intensified their care giving? Did that share increase?





Parents Struggled: Both Moms and Dads

Stevenson "Women, Work, and Families: Recovering from the Pandemic-Induced Recession" The Hamilton Project September 2021



Recessions Typically Have Little Impact on Jobs Held by Women



Growth in Jobs Held By Women Has Previously Led Recoveries

\\



Service Sector Growth is the Source of Modern Job Growth



Why Do We Work So Much?
Keynes thought his (hypothetical) grandchildren would work less 

We do, but it’s through childhood and young adulthood and extended retirement. 
The prime of our life is still spent working as many, in some cases more hours 
than our grandparents did.

What is the future of work? Will it be jobs for some and not others? Will we have 
more gaps out of work? We will work fewer hours? Is this the start of figuring out 
how to spend some of our wealth on leisure? Or on more life satisfaction?
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